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Status: Fixed Start date: 01/15/2016
Priority: Normal Due date:
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Category: User interface Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 5.0
Found in version: 5.0 Platform: RPi
Description

If you go back to the main screen after having performed the search, the search bar contains the text of the most recent inquiry - and
is not editable.

Associated revisions
Revision 40e358cb - 01/16/2016 02:20 PM - Andreas Smas

input: If no characters are typed on a keyboard make it behave like a dpad device

Fixes #2971

History
#1 - 01/15/2016 10:19 AM - Andreas Smas

This is using the on-screen-keyboard I assume? (since you're on rpi)

#2 - 01/15/2016 01:49 PM - Aleksander Tolkachev

yes, the keyboard is not appearing. Instead of opening the virtual keyboard, the system starts searching for the most recent words typed in the search
bar

#3 - 01/15/2016 03:05 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Accepted
- Target version set to 5.0

Ok, got it!

Thanks for reporting

#4 - 01/16/2016 02:20 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:git|40e358cb338d4ba1b20f2e4cfd19cf6a84551ea1.
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#5 - 01/16/2016 02:22 PM - Andreas Smas

Needed to do some trick to make this work (i hope). Basically it's not possible to know on a USB attached keyboard if it's only a d-pad style device or a
full keyboard. And for full keyboard we don't want to bring up the OSK when the user press enter since you have actual keys to type on.

So i added some code that tries to detect what kind of device it is based on which key codes the are detected.

Let me know if it works for you (works for the keyboard/remote -devices i tested on)

#6 - 01/18/2016 07:46 AM - Aleksander Tolkachev

Thank you. Works great.
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